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Adaptiva – Smart Scaling
for Enterprise IT
Adaptiva is a leading, global provider of IT systems management
solutions that advance the power of Microsoft System Center
Configuration Manager (SCCM). Founded in 2004 by the lead
architect of Microsoft SMS 2003, Adaptiva enables IT professionals to
securely speed enterprise-wide software deployments without adding
costly servers or throttling network bandwidth. The company’s
breakthrough peer-to-peer systems management technology uses
intelligence, automation, and bandwidth optimization techniques
to distribute content faster than any other systems management
solution available today.

Products
Adaptiva pioneered the world’s first smart scaling suite of systems
management products, which include:

OneSite™
content distribution engine for rapid

Fast Facts:
Company Category: IT
Systems Management
Solutions

enterprise software distribution and
management.

Client Health™
endpoint management engine for
speeding device security health checks,
troubleshooting, and remediation.

Green Planet™
Wake-on-LAN tool for energy-efficient
power management and anytime software
patching.

Headquarters: Bellevue,
WA, with offices in
London and Chicago
Customers: Over 100
global enterprises,
including leading
companies, government
organizations, and some
of the largest retailers in
the world, trust Adaptiva.
Founder: Deepak Kumar,
former chief architect of
Microsoft SMS 2003
Funding: Adaptiva is a
privately held, profitable
company
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Putting the Customer
First
Adaptiva’s software is used by Fortune 500 companies
and deployed on millions of devices in over 100 countries.
The company serves a variety of industries from finance to
manufacturing. Adaptiva’s satisfied customers include the
world’s largest retailers, top wireless network operators, and
leading government agencies. Here are just a few:

Finance

Government

Healthcare

Retail

Adaptiva helped us massively
simplify our Microsoft SCCM
infrastructure. We would’ve had
to deploy hundreds of distribution
point servers, if we were using
the native SCCM configuration.
Adaptiva saves us time in
implementing those types of
servers and we can now deliver
applications to machines and sites
quite instantly.
James Pitcher
IT Automation Manager

Construction & Manufacturing

Utilities & Mining
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The Key Problem Adaptiva
Solves: Distribution Delays
Adaptiva was founded with a vision to deliver cost-effective ways
for enterprises to scale their IT initiatives by doing more with the
resources they already own. To accomplish this goal, the company set
out to tackle one of systems management’s toughest challenges:
How can IT departments rapidly distribute content—Windows
operating systems, security patches, applications, and software
updates—swiftly across the globe without negatively impacting
business-critical WAN traffic?
Traditional approaches to systems management typically require:
•

100s of servers on local networks to store content

•

Bandwidth throttling to minimize the network impact of
content distribution

•

Massive amounts of system administrator time to manage the
content distribution process

This results in heavy infrastructure costs, slow and inefficient content
delivery, and countless headaches for time-constrained IT teams.

A Smarter Approach to Rapid Content
Distribution
Adaptiva solves this distribution dilemma with a new peer-to-peer
approach to content distribution that accelerates enterprise-wide
software deployments without adding servers or throttling network
bandwidth.
It uses resources that companies already own to intelligently store
and share content and automate the distribution process. Adaptiva
proactively predicts when tiny pockets of bandwidth will be available
and then delivers exactly the amount of content that can fit safely
into those gaps. The result is that Adaptiva offers the fastest way for
enterprises to securely distribute content without impacting business
traffic or end users.

Adaptiva changes the way we
think about content delivery. We
can now distribute extremely large
payloads on the WAN in the middle
of a weekday with absolutely
no worry about hammering the
network or upsetting our network
team.
Rob Cann
SCCM & Packaging Team Leader
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Key Benefits
From distributing content in low bandwidth environments to
managing critical middle-of-the-day security patching, Adaptiva
can help enterprises to deploy software anytime, anywhere. This
proactive, smart scaling approach to content distribution frees
companies from WAN traffic jams and delivery chokeholds, enabling:
•

99% reduction in infrastructure investments - Fortune 500
retailer

•

5x faster content delivery times - Telecom Operator

•

1000s of hours saved each year through automation –
International Bank

Company Differentiators
Adaptiva’s reputation for unmatched customer satisfaction sets
the company apart from competitive solutions on the market. The
company is consistently recognized for its:

Technical Excellence
Adaptiva’s engineers hold themselves and the products to the highest
technical standards. A rich SCCM and systems management heritage
enables Adaptiva to provide a depth of technical understanding
that no competitor can deliver. Customers who conduct a technical
proof of concept choose Adaptiva at a rate of 10:1 over competing
technologies.

Awards
Adaptiva is consistently recognized
for innovation, technical
excellence, and company growth.

BEST
2012

Adaptiva puts the customer first in everything they do. Technical
support is available 24×7 and Adaptiva’s customer satisfaction scores
consistently exceed 98%. Adaptiva earns its glowing customer
references by rapidly responding to customers’ systems management
needs and working tirelessly to solve them.

Commitment to a Culture of Integrity
Adaptiva believes in honesty and integrity in our business practices.
We are transparent in our pricing and never require compulsory
purchases. We value our customers and partners and believe in the
dignity of work and treating everyone with respect.

GOLD

Focus on the Customer Experience
BUSINESS WORLD
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Your Partners in Systems
Management
Adaptiva works with our customers to deliver system management
solutions that provide an immediate return on investment by:
•

Eliminating the costs of 100s of servers needed to distribute
content

•

Achieving the industry’s fastest content delivery times while
protecting enterprise networks

•

Simplifying IT operations by automating intensive IT efforts
and delivering real-time visibility and control over content
distribution

Adaptiva also works with more than 15 different partners to customize
systems management solutions based on each customer’s unique
needs and environment.

Adaptiva allowed us to avoid
the cost of over 200 servers,
along with their deployment and
maintenance, and has dramatically
improved software distribution
times and network impacts.
Chris Whitesell
Manager of Endpoint Technology

Contact Us
Request a demo from Adaptiva today to learn how your
organization can reduce the time, costs, and complexity of
distributing software and security updates across your network.
Visit www.adaptiva.com to learn more.
3005 112th Ave NE
Suite 250
Bellevue, WA

+1 (425) 823-4500
info@adaptiva.com
adaptiva.com

@adaptiva
/adaptiva
/company/adaptiva

Using Adaptiva, we were able
to save over £1 million, and our
rollout of Configuration Manager
2012 is taking a fraction of
the time it would have using a
traditional architecture.
John Creighton
Head of Infrastructure Run
Services

